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what is dronar? the dronar plugins, which have been designed from the ground up specifically for the kontakt software, were inspired by yamaha’s yamaha dx7 super-modular synthesizer, the roland groove box jr-80, the yamaha ka22, the kaywa esq-1, and the godox vtl box. a dronar
system is very flexible and can be configured to express any musical mood. a unique power of these modules is that the modules are not limited to the physical controls of the dx7, but have their own set of controls. all you need is a kontakt instrument and you can start to use it.
dronar's user interface is really intuitive, and there is no steep learning curve involved. the dmx controls, the tilt engine or the octavian engine, all of which you can use to create unique sounds, are just a few of the powerful features that make dronar powerful and expressive.
impressions from the world of dronar: "dronar allows to express an infinite variety of musical features, so is a perfect tool for many producers seeking inspiration. one of the best features that i like is the variety of sounds that it comes with. along with very useful effects, each nki is
also able to produce a very musical and unique sound. the paths that the sounds reach you have to be understood by the ears. all these elements ensure that dronar does not always provide the same kind of sound, and varies in accordance to the path that is chosen. " - grant
kirkhope. "even if i am not the most tech-savvy producer, dronar already gave me much inspiration when i started. it is a truly versatile tool and whatever your musical styles are, there is a tone or a way that you can expand that. i like to add a lot of content from the first modules and
then work on nki presets. at the end of the production process, i am able to make it sound more and more interesting." - jacques audiard.

Gothic Instruments Sculptor Epic Drops KONTAKT

this library contains all the sounds and controllers that you need to create unique drums, bass and synth line manipulations, as well as rhythm elements. all the layers in each of the controllers are designed to trigger easily with the instruments and the selected beater type. there are
controllers for all the kontakt instrument types (drums, percussion, and fx) so you can sculpt the audio and video sound of your drums, bass or synth lines. each player has a dedicated drum rack, with various bass and drum content and the synth can be set up for basic or advanced

modulation. is the new instrument from gothic instruments that lets you create epic, cinematic drops. the possibility to virtually edit your own custom sounds. or use the ones made by thomas neumann (gothic instruments). this is a collection of 600 parts in many genres, such as
abstract drone, cinematic, dark, drone and beyond. bring your ideas to life as you sculpt and layer the mysterious textures of sculptor. sculptor is a tool designed for use with kontakt 5 and above. it was developed with the intention of providing a rapid way of creating epic, cinematic

drops. the kontakt instrument is a new approach to creating these instrument sounds, where you are able to virtually edit your own custom sounds. you can either import new sounds from large collection of special effects or use the sounds made by thomas neumann, available
exclusively through gothic instruments. description : this is an amazing archive of the very powerful and advanced sounds from gothic instruments. with these sounds you can create all kinds of ambiences, dynamic textures and sounds design studios are looking for – from peaceful

and dark ambiences, to delicate and beautiful flute textures and more. 5ec8ef588b
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